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Band: Septycal Gorge (I) 

Genre: Technical Brutal Death Metal 

Label: Comatose Music 

Albumtitle: Scourge Of The Formless Breed 

Duration: 32:24 

Releasedate: 14.10.2014  

 

Septycal Gorge release their third opus "Scourge Of The Formless Breed" in 2014. The music can be named as a mix 

of Technical and Brutal Death Metal. What's more, they keep their promises! It is blasting out of all barrels.  

 

This is the beginning – a mystical beginning. What may happen? It follows a pure beating thunderstorm after softly 

sounds. Here we go! What lies ahead now are incredibly rapid and sawing riffs that are looking forward to bless the 

listener. I never felt bored during the whole duration of the album, because there were always awesome parts rich in 

variety.  

 

First of all there are technical riffs with finesse that not only wait for sawing through your ears but rather are turned 

out very well. One should not expect awesome lines of melodies but riffs rich in diversity equipped with many 

changes in speed have also their charm. While listening to that, one recognizes how much the doublebass is amused. 

'Cause it is non-stop at work, switches immediately at change of speed and never lags behind.  

 

The guttural vocals fall very well into the line of the instrumental soundscape and leave nothing to be desired. One 

must not emphasize a song in general because no matter which song is choosen one gets exactly what is expected 

when listening to Brutal Death Metal. The music is simply groovy and all instruments can keep their speed as well as 

manage it, despite the high speed, to cause variety by playing with the possibilities and using changes in speed and 

riffs. It appears as if each instrument may feel free to let off steam as they like and realize that the guys from Italy 

have fun with music.  

 

Well, I revise my statement regarding all songs and say a few words about "Deeds of Eternity" that have more 

diversity than the others. This song is more slowly compared to the rest and offers more contrast that the album is in 

need of. All trashing aside sometimes one needs a song who lets the listener cool down. There is also a place for a 

solo that fits well into the whole album. It is really a pitty that the album already ends after a half an hour; for me it 

could have lasted much longer.  

 

Conclusion: 

Septycal Gorge deliver a heavy strike with their third opus "Scourge Of The Formless Breed". The barely half an hour 

is definitely worth getting checked out. Fans of the mentioned music genres can be confident about buying one. 

They will enjoy it. 

 

Rating: 9/10 

 

Recommendations: Everything 

 

Weblink: https://www.facebook.com/septycalgorge.official  
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LineUp: 

 

Diego Riccobene – Guitar 

Mariano "Marius" Soma – Vocals  

Marc "Los" Losano – Guitar  

Davide "BrutalDave" Billia – Drums  

 

Tracklist: 

 

01. Living Torment of the Sleeping God 

02. Urizen - The Burning Sun 

03. Slaughter Conceived 

04. No Spawn No Reign (Sons of Enoch pt.1) 

05. Breed of the Rejected (Sons of Enoch pt.2) 

06. Anabasis / Paralysis 

07. Deeds of Eternity 

08. Coil of Nothingness 

09. Awakening of the Seven Serpents  

 

Author: Lupus / Translation: Dine 


